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New Short Cross Class 1a dies for Turkil of York 

Robert Page & Glenn P. Gittoes 

 

A short cross York penny of Turkil, class 1a, recently sold on Ebay, appears to be from 

previously unpublished dies. The coin weighs 1.37 gm, and is a metal detecting find from near 

the village of Cornworthy in Devon. It is illustrated below and will be referred to as the 

“Cornworthy coin in this article. 

Obverse: “EX” is to the left of sceptre, with “R” to the right. Close examination under a lens 

of both obverse and reverse has not revealed a clear dot-dash pattern to the outer circle. The 

first “E” in hENRICVS is unclear, but the other two “E”s are square-shaped.  The bust is of 

crude style with five curls on the right, and maybe two curls on the left, and looks later in style 

than the busts on most 1a1 coins. John Allen (pers. comm.) has pointed out that a small survey 

by Mass found that, of 31 1a1 coins studied, 22 had the RE/X design - and it was almost 

exclusively this design on the earliest 1a1 coins. The reverse was true for 1a2 coins, with R/EX 

being in the ascendancy. This further supports the obverse of this coin as being of sub-class 

1a2.  Not only the “EX”, but the bust style also, suggests class 1a2.  The latest class to have 

square “E”s is 1a3, but that has “N”s with four serifs not three. 

Reverse: The beginning of the legend is unclear, but one can clearly see …RCILˑONˑEVE… 

Unless we have a previously unknown moneyer, which is unlikely, we are looking at a coin of 

Turkil but spelled with a “C” rather than a “K”.  The “N” is of the three-serif type.  Parts of the 

outer circle may show adjacent pellets indicating class 1a2, as indicated on the image on the 

next page, however the condition of the coin is such that the type of outer circle cannot be 

established with confidence, and there is a possibility that it is from a 1a1 die. 
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We are thus looking at either a class 1a2 

coin, or a 1a2/1a1 mule, both of which are 

previously unknown for Turkil. If a 

1a2/1a1 mule it will be only the second 

known instance of this muling, the other 

being Rodbert of Wilton (Mass SCBI 56, 

165). It may be that we must await the 

emergence of a further “Tvrcil” coin of the 

same die before we can be certain of the 

reverse classification. 

Turkil was newly appointed in 1180, and 

did not produce pennies of the preceding 

Tealby type. According to Mass1, Turkil is 

known to have produced short cross coins 

of classes 1a1, 1a4 through to 1c, classes 2 

and 3, and 4a, i.e. throughout the short 

cross periods of Henry II and Richard. Class 1a3 was only of limited duration and distribution; 

there are only three obverse dies recorded for class 1a3 across all the mints including London, 

making it an exceedingly rare subclass that will not exist for most moneyers, and may well 

have never been issued for Turkil at York, however it is quite likely that 1a2 was issued by 

Turkil, but Mass never had one in his collection, and did not record it’s existence. 

We have not seen the C/K substitution on any other Turkil coins of any class, so this obverse 

die is unusual in that respect. Variant spellings are almost the norm in the early Short Cross 

period, but this is a new one that we had not seen on any other coins of Turkil or of Asketil (the 

only 1a moneyer’s name containing a K). 

Up until now, there has only been, we believe, only one known obverse class 1a1 die for Turkil, 

and this is in fact an obverse die shared with the moneyer Isac at York, as described by Mass 

in a 1993 paper2. The British Museum has good examples of these two coins, and they are 

reproduced below under the terms of a CC BY-NC-SA 4.0 license. 

Both the BM coins were struck from the same obverse die (Mass die number 10). The Isac coin 

is shown here, as well as the Turkil, as it is a clearer specimen, and hence of more use in 

comparing to the Cornworthy coin. Straightaway, one sees the Cornworthy coin to be a 

different obverse die as the BM coins have only the “X” of “REX” to the left of sceptre.  The 

reverse die of the Turkil BM coin shows the normal spelling with a “K” rather than a “C” in 

the moneyer’s name. 

 
1 Sylloge of Coins of the British Isles: J.P. Mass Collection of English Short Cross Coins, 1180-1247 
2 Mass, J.P., 1993. ‘Of dies, design changes and square lettering in the opening phase of the Short Cross coinage’, BNJ 63 
(1993), 20–52. 
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Class 1a1, Turkil, York, © The Trustees of the British Museum.   # 1950,0606.17 

 

 

Class 1a1, Isac, York, © The Trustees of the British Museum.  # 1950,0606.18 

 

There are eight short cross moneyers for class 1 at York, and four of these, Efrard, Isac, Turkil 

and William commence minting with class 1a1. Two other moneyers, Alain and Hunfrei, 

commence with 1a2, and the other two, Gerard and Hugo commence later.  Mass does not 

record any 1a2 coins for the moneyers commencing with sub-class 1a1, but a Willem 1a2 was 

included in the sale of the Sazama collection, and is illustrated below, courtesy of DNW, 

alongside the Cornworthy Turcil coin for comparison. Examination of the bust styles of the 

two coins, as well as the BM 1a1 coins,  is suggestive of a 1a2 interpretation for the Cornworthy 

coin.  It is quite possible that, in due course, 1a2 coins could turn up for the two other York 

moneyers who minted in 1a1, namely Efrard and Isac. 
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In summary, this Devon metal detector find is probably of sub-class 1a2 though awaits 

confirmation if and when further specimens are located. Whether 1a2 or a 1a2/1a1mule it is 

from previously unknown dies, and helps to fill the gap between Turkil’s 1a1 and 1a4 sub-

classes. 

If any reader is aware of further Turkil 1a1 or 1a2 dies of York, it would be appreciated if they 

would respond using the Blog comment facility which is to be found below the article abstract.  

 

------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

Class 1a2, Willelm, York - images courtesy of DNW,  coin was auctioned on 2nd 
April 2014, and was part of lot #185 from the Sazama sale part XI. 

The Cornworthy Turcil obverse for 
comparison. 


